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“Let’s Be Reasonable…”
Providing Reasonable Accommodation 
in the Workplace

Presenters:

Heidi Frost, Alaska Works Initiative (907) 269-3567 

Rich Sanders, ATLA (907) 563-2599
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Why Reasonable Accommodation?

• Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (as amended – 29 U.S.C. 
Section 791)

• The ADA (42 U.S.C. Section 12111, et seq)

Feds led the way!  With the Rehab Act of 1973, the feds were the first to 
specifically prohibit discrimination based on disabilities.

Section 501 - prohibits discrimination based on disability in federal employment 
and requires the feds to engage in affirmative action (with people with disabilities)

Section 508- requires feds to make accessible both electronic and information 
technology and to comply with physical accessibility standards.

Rehab Act was amended with 29 U.S.C., Section 791 stating that the Americans 
with Disabilities Act was the standard for the feds too.

Reasonable Accommodation is about accommodating a QUALIFIED person with a 
disability.  The accommodation process is about problem resolution.
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It’s all about definitions…

• Individual with a disability
• Major life activity
• “Qualified” individual with a disability
• “Essential functions” of a job
• “Hidden” disability
• Undue hardship
• Reasonable Accommodation

Reasonable Accommodation is a key nondiscrimination requirement.
Many people can perform jobs without accommodations.  Not every 
employee with a disability is going to need an accommodation.

But, others are excluded because of unnecessary barriers in the workplace.  
The ADA is a means to overcoming these barriers that prevent qualified 
individuals from doing a job.
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Individual with a disability

• “has a physical or mental 
impairment that substantially 
limits one or more of the 
person’s major life activities”

• “has a record of such and 
impairment”

• “is regarded as having such 
impairment”

*Fact

People with disabilities are the 
largest untapped labor pool, with 

approximately 70% of those 
who can & want to work,

not working

Disabilities are long term impairments. 

The ADA uses a three prong approach.  A person must
- have 
- have record of
or
- be regarded as having significant disabilities.

It’s written this way on purpose - because there has been discrimination in 
the past.  Discrimination against things that we can see (such as being blind, 
using a chair, etc) and things we can’t see (heart disease, mental illness, 
etc).

We discriminate because of our own fears about what we would or wouldn’t 
be able to do if WE were in that same predicament.
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Major Life Activity

• “A function that the average person 
in the general population can 
perform with little or no difficulty”

• Examples:
– Seeing
– Hearing
– Walking
– Breathing
– Speaking
– Learning
– Sitting
– Standing
– Lifting
– Reaching
– Working
– Caring for oneself

Substantial limitation - when an impairment prevents a person from performs 
a function (or significantly restricts the way or duration a person can perform 
a function) as compared to the average person in the general population.

These factors must be considered because, generally, it is not the NAME of 
an impairment but the EFFECT of an impairment on the individual’s life.  
Being substantially limited in a major life function is when a person would be 
covered by the ADA.  

**FYI: Substantial limitation is based on 
- nature/severity of the impairment
- how long the impairment is expected to last
- its permanence (expected impact)
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Qualified Individual with a Disability

• Person with a disability that has:
– Skills to do the job
– Experience to do the job
– Education to do the job
– Can perform the “Essential Functions” of the job with or 

without reasonable accommodation

Important to remember that we are talking about a person who is 
QUALIFIED to do the job.  

That DOESN’T mean they will perform the job in the same manner as we 
would.  It means they have the skills, knowledge, and abilities to do the job 
with or without a reasonable accommodation.

Example:  First step in determining whether or not an accountant with 
muscular sclerosis is qualified to be a CPA is to check to see if s/he is a 
licensed CPA.  
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Essential Functions of a Job

• Essential =
– The “fundamental” job duties of the position the individual 

holds or desires. 
– Position exists to perform the function
– There are a limited number of employees that can perform the 

function
– It’s highly specialized

• Marginal =
– Duties that are performed but not “essential”

• Key:  The Job Description!

Essential functions make the job unique.  It is the reason we are doing the 
job.  

Examples:
Receptionist essential functions are:
1.meet and greet guests
2.answer the phone
That is the reason the receptionist is there.  The receptionist might do other 
things like:
1. Make copies
2. Make mail run
But those could be done by others.  The reason the receptionist is there is to 
answer the phone and meet/greet guests.  
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Hidden disability

• Examples:
– Epilepsy
– Cancer
– Arthritis
– TBI
– AIDS
– Asthma

Just a reminder

A disability doesn’t have to be apparent to need an accommodation.

But, if the disability is not apparent you can ask for reasonable 
documentation about his/her disability and functional limitations.

Just a note:  you shouldn’t rely on a doctor to decide “reasonableness”.  That 
is really something you and the employee should decide together.
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Reasonable Accommodation

• “Adapting the job site or job functions for a 
qualified person with a disability to enable an 
individual with a disability to enjoy equal 
employment opportunities”

• Not:
– Lowering the work standards
– Changing the job requirements

Protects qualified employees with disabilities from employment 
discrimination based on the disability.

Reasonable Accommodation is a term of art that Congress defined only 
through examples of changes made.  It’s because each accommodation is 
based on so many variables.  There is no set answer for accommodating a 
individual.

Reasonable Accommodation does not mean lowering the work standards or 
changing the essential functions of the job.  It does mean adapting the job 
site/function so a qualified person with a disability can do the job.

EEOC says “reasonable” simply means the accommodation is effective.
To be effective it must remove the barrier.
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Undue Hardship

• An action that requires 
“significant difficulty or 
expense” in relation to:
– Overall size of the agency’s 

program with respect to the 
number of employees, number 
and type of facilities and size of 
budget

– Type of operation, including the 
composition and structure of the 
agency’s workforce; and

– Nature and cost of the 
accommodation

Undue Hardship is any action that is:
* Unduly costly
* Extensive
* Substantial
* Destructive 
or
* Would fundamentally alter the nature or operation of the business

Unduly costly isn’t a concern for the feds, but most accommodations cost 
less than $500 (note to Mae: there is a slide further back with the 
breakdown).

Examples:
Restaurant ambience 
If a business has built its business on its romantic setting - low light and 
candles then a waiter with low vision doesn’t need to be accommodated with 
bright lights because that would fundamentally alter the operation of the 
business
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Undue Hardship

• An action that requires 
“significant difficulty or 
expense” in relation to:
– Overall size of the agency’s 

program with respect to the 
number of employees, number 
and type of facilities and size of 
budget

– Type of operation, including the 
composition and structure of the 
agency’s workforce; and

– Nature and cost of the 
accommodation

Four Wheeler example:

State worker wanted a transfer to a remote location but had difficulties 
walking.  He wanted the reasonable accommodation of a four wheeler to get 
to job site.  He was denied.
Why? 
It wasn’t money, state has deep pockets too.  It was because of the 
disruptive nature of the accommodation.  He would have destroyed part of 
the tundra if he had received accommodation.  

Shift Work:
The shop is a 24/7 shop.  It has 20 people working shift work (days, swings, 
mids).  A worker with a disability can’t make it to the day shift on time 
because of a medical requirement ask for the shifts to be switched. She was 
denied
Why?
Because the shifts would have had be changed and that would have
impacted 20 people would have to have changed too.  That would have an a 
extensive/substantial impact. (But, being placed on one shift would be a 
possible accommodation).
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Types of Reasonable Accommodation

• Modifications or adjustments to:
– Job application process
– Enable a person to perform the essential functions
– Enable a person to enjoy equal benefits and privileges

• Examples:
– Making facilities accessible
– Job restructuring
– Modified work schedules
– Modifying test, materials, policies
– Providing readers or interpreters
– Modifying or getting new equipment (A.T.)
– Reassignment

The key is it must be an EFFECTIVE accommodation.  Must provide the 
opportunity to achieve the same level of performance or benefits equal to 
those of an average, similarly situated non-disabled person.

Three areas:
- interviews/application process 
- to perform essential functions
- to enjoy the same benefits and privileges

There are a variety of ways to implement a reasonable accommodation.
Physical accessibility
Most often thought of - but not the most common request.
Examples:
Making a break room accessible (or creating a smaller, accessible break 
room) needs to be done “to enjoy the same benefits and privileges”

Or having a picnic at a park that is accessible.
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Types of Reasonable Accommodation

• Modifications or adjustments to:
– Job application process
– Enable a person to perform the essential functions
– Enable a person to enjoy equal benefits and privileges

• Examples:
– Making facilities accessible
– Job restructuring
– Modified work schedules
– Modifying test, materials, policies
– Providing readers or interpreters
– Modifying or getting new equipment (A.T.)
– Reassignment

Part 2:
Job Restructuring - changing marginal functions
Example -- Receptionist 
Essential functions are meeting/greeting/phones - not pouring coffee.  If 
receptionist has limited dexterity in hands, moving the coffee cart out to the 
foyer might be a reasonable accommodation.
Modified Work Schedule
Most often requested.  Used for med. Appointments, rest periods, fixed 
schedule (eating at specific times), and transportation issues.
Can require a more flexible leave policy, but doesn’t mean employer has to 
pay for “unpaid leave”
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It’s all about the right processes…

• Requesting an accommodation
• Evaluating the request
• Documentation
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Reasonable Accommodation
Responsibilities

• Employee
– Needs to initiate process
– Needs to play an active part of the accommodation 

process
• Supervisor

– Needs to consider each request on a case by case 
basis

– Needs to play an active part of the                          
accommodation process
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Reasonable Accommodation 
Process

• Step One:
– Listen to the request

• Step Two:
– Consult with the employee
– Consult with experts 

• Step Three:
– Implement the request 

• Step Four:
– Monitor results
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Requesting an Accommodation

• Oral or written
• Plain English
• Others may request on 

employee’s behalf
• May be done at any time
• Must be related to a 

medical condition
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Reasonable Accommodation 
Process -- BUT WAIT!

• What do you do if it’s not so straightforward?
• Select the reasonable accommodation that is 

most appropriate

Don’t think ONE accommodation will work for EVERYONE!
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Documentation

• Document, document, document…
– Request for Accommodation
– Final decision (Approval or Denial)
– The accommodation made

• Application process
• Job Descriptions
• Work schedules
• Work environment
• Equipment purchased
• Dates of above elements

– Final outcome
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Quick Facts: Costs of Accommodations

No Cost

Between $1 and
$500
Between $501
and $1,000
Between
$1,001and $1,500
Between $1,501
and $2,000
Between $2,0001
and 5,000
Over $5,001

Statistics Provided by:

President’s Committee’s Job Accommodation Network (JAN)
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Who can help?

• Fort Wainwright EEO Specialist, Mae Marsh
• State of Alaska ADA Coordinator, Don Brandon                    

(907) 465-2814 or (800) 478-2815        
http://www.labor.state.ak.us/ada/home.htm

• ADA Partner’s Project Coordinator, Mona McAleese                            
(907) 222-6166 or (888) 462-1444                                           
http://www.adapartners.org/

• Job Accommodation Network                                       
(800) 526-7234                                                            
http://www.jan.wvu.edu/english/homeus.htm

• ATLA                                                            
(907) 563-2599                                                            
http://www.atlaak.com

Quote of the Day
"There are many ways of going forward, 
but only one way of standing still." 
-Franklin D. Roosevelt


